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syngo Lab Inventory Manager utilizes cloud-based technology to
enable real-time, automated management for streamlined workflow.
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Answers for life.

Master your laboratory’s inventory
syngo® Lab Inventory Manager (sLIM)

Free staff from manual inventorymanagement processes

sLIM is a real-time inventory-management system that employs cloudbased technology and wireless radio frequency identification (RFID)
to master laboratory inventory management. Incoming inventory
is checked into your laboratory’s sLIM website. As stock is consumed,
inventory status is automatically updated. Ordering proposals are
generated automatically and are customizable based
on inventory usage and ordering criteria.

• Eliminate need for manual counting with automatic
detection of inventory consumption.

sLIM takes the burden out of managing inventory. The system streamlines
workflow, improves operational efficiency, and allows staff to focus on
more critical tasks in your laboratory.

Enhance inventory management

• Simplify ordering through automatic generation of reorder
proposals based on inventory and customized criteria.

Improve laboratory cost efficiency
• Reduce reagent waste through product-expiration alerts.
• Prevent emergency shipments with low-stock notifications.
• Reduce stock on hand with improved ordering processes.

• Manage inventory from any Internet-connected computer.
• View inventory for multiple locations from your
laboratory’s sLIM website.

“Consumption
tracking without any
manipulation on the
part of the technologist
is a big time savings.”
Shelly Trout
Chemistry Supervisor
Excela Health System

